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“To understand water is to understand the cosmos,
the marvels of nature
and life itself.”
– Masaru Emoto, author of The Hidden Messages in Water
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My thesis uses water – a medium – :
as a way to follow an intuitive force to create space,
as a tool to visualize larger systemic problems (climate crisis + water mismanagement)
and for cultural expressions of healing ceremony.
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Initial Positioning

My thesis intends merge ceremony with an
architectural relationship like filtration or place to
create architectural spaces or prototypes centered
around water for new forms of ritual healing.
Using water as a medium, my thesis intends to create
expressions of safety and group memory
for communities whose access to clean, accessible
water is being threatened.
In a new world damaged by the climate crisis, what do
these ritual acts of ceremony look like?
And more importantly to the architect, where are they
housed?
My thesis intends to answer these questions by
creating an architectural intervention
with the charged element of water and make it an
egalitarian medium.
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Visual Experiments
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Topo Water, 2019
Ink on paper
An illustration of the relationship
between time and water using a ink-filled ice block on washi.
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See Water, 2019
Ink on paper
Experiments in progress.
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Water as an [absorptive] Material

Water Ceremony

We Are Water, 2019
Acrylic on canvas
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Great Blue, 2019
Ink on paper
Material experiments
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Untitled, 2019
Ink on paper
Material experiments
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Initial Positioning

First Nations tribes revere water as the most sacred of the
elements. Across North America, these tribes access to clean
water is being threatened. In Cherokee traditions “going to water”
is a sanctified rite practiced to celebrate life, death, healing and
It is an impossible feat for an architect, or any scholar, to fully

other major life events. The participant goes to a stream or river

understand the complexities of Water, as water has no singular

then faces East where he recites the sacred prayers then either

meaning or application. Humans engage in water as a part

submerges himself fully or pours water over his head and chest.

of life: sustenance, agriculture, culture, hygiene and so on.

His land, life and religion are one.

Architects engage in water in relationship to filtration, plumbing,
infrastructure, and transportation to a name a few.

With these examples of ceremony and communities in mind, my
thesis intends to create spaces or prototypes centered around

My thesis intends merge a very human relationship to water

water for ritual healing. In a new world damaged by the climate

– ceremony – with an architectural relationship like filtration

crisis, I am arguing that it is worth setting water aside for these

or place. By creating these spaces, my thesis intends to help

practices.

eliminate the disjunction between group memory, or ceremony,
and the way water is being accessed, managed and distributed.

What do these ritual acts of cleansing and healing look like in a
modern context? And more importantly to the architect, where

A climate apartheid between the wealthy and developing

are they housed? Which architectural systems are implemented

countries, people of color and marginalized communities is

in these spaces? My thesis intends to answer these questions by

already taking place. One only needs to look into Flint, Michigan,

creating an architectural intervention with the charged element of

the San Joaquin Valley in California, Lagos, Nigera, or the

water and make it an egalitarian architectural medium.

Euphrates-Tigris Basin for examples of water conflicts and mismanagement of water and water systems happening in the world

Most importantly my thesis asks: How can architects help us to

today.

see water again? By exploring the ceremony of water, I intend
to bring moments of cultural understanding and group memory

Cultures all around the world also engage water as part of a

back to water.

spiritual cleansing or ritual act.
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Water as Healing

Cultures all around the world engage water as part of
a spiritual cleansing or ritual act. How do we carry on
similar traditions of ceremony and culture with water
and make them a priority in modern society?
When water is a scarce, contaminated material, how
do we create spaces and reserve resources for these
“holy”, cultural, or even ‘luxury’ moments that my thesis
explores?
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We are Water

My thesis uses water as a camouflaged infrastructure
as a way of providing day-to-day, temporary spaces
for migrant workers who tend the fields of the San
Joaquin Valley. My thesis creates new spaces of water
and culture for the migrant Mexican farmworkers who
tend these crops year-round. Presently, the majority
of these Essential Workers live in the shadows — they
reside in informal housing and chase the seasonal
crops within the region.
In California, water is currency. The Central Valley is the
most productive agricultural region in the entire world.
The fruits, vegetables and nuts grown in this region
feed the nation and beyond and this is possible for one
reason only: water.
The San Joaquin Valley is ground zero for many of
California’s most difficult water management systems
including drought, ground water overdraft and drinking
water contamination. Early explorations included a
series of ink drawings in an attempt to illustrate the
cyclical nature of time and its potential to help us to
see water again.
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Water Tower explorations
inspired by New York City
rooftop towers (pictured left)
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Pool and bathing spaces
for inhabitation
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Los Angeles Aqueduct (left)
serves as an inspiration for an
initial site plan with program
situated above and below ground
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Site Plan of initial underground
processing plant and holy spaces
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Site concept model (left) and
concept drawings (right)
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My thesis also sees time and its potential for a new
topography, one that is layered and ever-changing.
Based on the needs of the migrant workers, my thesis
incorporates day-to-day spaces like a laundromat with
more celebratory and spiritual spaces influenced by
the poetics and functions of water.
Using a catalogue of seemingly similar layered forms,
(pictured right) these spaces behave and interact
differently with each other depending where they are
situated. The two key-conditions of the valley – the
mountain and the field – dictate the way we look at,
interact with and experience the spaces within.
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Bernard Tschumi’s Parc de la
Villette (pictured left) serves as a
precedent for the field network
of structures
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This water center, however is not a singular unit or module.
Instead it is a grouping of multiple spaces for bathing, laundry
and prayer. My thesis pushes this contradictions and forces them
to live within the same structure. Proving again that water has its
When situated on the field, the crop’s grid system dictates the
placement of forms and their corresponding program.
Together this new network, hidden in plain sight, offers a new
opportunity for the contradiction of spaces my thesis explores:
What place does the laundromat have amongst the marriage
chapel? And what role does water play to create these spaces?
The architectural forms create a new matrix of water and its uses
– from the crops to the holy and the mechanical. These programs
are now connected, even though it feels like they shouldn’t be.
An example of this condition – out in the open amongst the
crops – is a structure providing water processing for irrigation and
also a space for the workers to inhabit. Here there is shade and a
momentary respite from the field’s labor.
On the other hand, when situated on the mountain, the conditions
lend themselves to a more true camouflage. Away from the
fields, tucked behind the mountain’s topography is another water
center.
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power and place both in the numinous and the ordinary.
As seen in the plans, the building site works in concert with the
landscape to bring nature inside the space. New spaces for rest,
relaxation and health are created.
Detailed plan of the ground floor. On the right is the laundromat
– though this space can easily become a yoga studio, spa,
a wedding chapel… In the middle is a pool for floating and
relaxation.
The sound of the water falling into the pool radiates the space
and provides a calming sensory experience. Have you ever
floated in the ocean with your eyes to the sky? Its these moments
of renewal and healing that I wanted to bring to my project and to
the Essential Workers of the San Joaquin Valley.
By alternating views and enclosures, a strategic game of
camouflage and inhabitation begins to appear. Some activities
are apparent to the outsider, and others - ambiguous. The lines of
inside and outside, become blurred.
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Architectural Interventions

Laundromat

Quiet Space
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Architectural Interventions

LAUNDROMAT

QUIET SPACE

GROUND FLOOR

CHANGING AREA

FIRST FLOOR

FILTRATION ZONE
PRAYER SPACE

SITE
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SECOND FLOOR
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Index

Catharsis

more intense heat waves, rise

ethnic, sexual orientations, socio

Ablution

The process of releasing, thereby

of global temperature change,

and economic backgrounds.

The act of washing oneself as a

providing relief from, strong or

changes in precipitation patterns,

form of ritual purification.

repressed emotions.

increased droughts and increased

Epigenetics

See baptism, tvilah, misogi, wudu.

Origins from the Greek katharsis

storm intensity.

Study of when the readability, or

from kathairein cleanse
Aquagranda opera

expression, of genes is modified
Climate Crisis

without changing the DNA code

Single act, lyical opera by Fillippo

Ceremony

Current and future threats to the

itself. Factors of impact include

Perocco created to commemorate

A formal religious or public

earth as result of human-caused

environmental changes, trauma,

the 50th anniversary of the 1966

occasion or performance.

global warming and climate

pain.

flood in Venice.

Typically celebrating a particular

change. Meant to invoke emotions

See group memory.

event or anniversary. Origins from

of urgency, instability and danger.

Aquatecture

the Latin caerimonia - ‘religious

Building and cities designed to live

worship’

Ghusl
Collective Memory

Arabic term referring to the full-

The shared pool of memories,

body ritual purification mandatory

Climate Apartheid

customs, information, knowledge

before performance of various

Balneology

Policy or larger systems of

of a social group that is

rituals and prayers. This can be

The study of therapeutic bathing

discrimination or segregation on

significantly associated with group

done either sequentially or by full

and medicinal springs.

the grounds of race and social

identity.

submersion into large body of

status as they relate to the natural

Differs from History — an

water. Required after instances of

Baptism

disasters created by climate

‘unbiased’, comprehensive

pleasurable ejaculation, menstrual

The Christian tradition of sprinkling

change.

portrayal of past events — to

bleeding, formal conversion, and

water onto a person’s forehead

See climate crisis, climate change.

represent past events as told

death.

and work within water.

or immersion in water, serves

through the lens values, narratives

as admission into the Church,

Climate Change

purification or regeneration.

Current observable changes

Operates as a sacrament in most

of the earth’s climate including

Diversity

water” is a sanctified rite practiced

churches, ordinance in others.

phenomenon such as: shrinking

The state or act of including

to celebrate life, death, healing

glaciers, rising sea levels, longer,

people from different gender,

and other major life events. The
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and biases specific to a group.

Going to Water
In Cherokee traditions “going to
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Index

participant goes to a stream or

Medicine

See misogi shuho or misogi-no-

or Buddhist temple, visitors use

river then faces East where he

As related to North American

gawa

a small ladle to wash hands and

recites the sacred prayers then

indigenous tribes – a spell, charm

either submerges himself fully

or fetish believed to have healing,

Misogi shuho or misogi-no-gawa

or pours water over his head and

protective or other power.

A purification ritual of cleansing

Tvilah

chest.

See going to water

the body in a river.

A Jewish purification ritual

Onsen

of immersing in water, which

rinse the mouth.

Group Memory

Migration

A Japanese hot spring. Also

is required for conversion to

Memories created as a result

The act or movement from one

extends to the traditional inns

Judaism. Differs from Christian

of cataclysmal events that

country, place or locality to

situated around these hot springs.

Baptism in being repeatable, while

dramatically changed the lives of

another, typically as related to

similar groups of people at a very

groups.

specific moment in time such as

baptism is to be performed only
Punyahavachanam

once.

In Hindu religion, ritual perfumed

the Holocaust, the trans-Atlantic

Mikveh

before ceremonies such as

Wudu

slave trade, and Hurricane Katrina.

A bath used for the purpose of

marriage. Mantras are chanted

A type of Islamic ritual purification.

See also collective memory.

ritual submersion into a natural

then water is sprinkled over the

Involves washing the hands,

body of water to achieve ritual

participants and items used in

mouth nostrils, arms, head and

Hydrotherapy

purity. Required by Jewish women

ceremony.

feet with water to maintain ritual

The use of water for physical and

after menstruation and childbirth,

mental healing and treatments.

also required before resuming

Spa

touch the Qur’an and enter the

Examples include jacuzzi, cold

marital relations with their

See hydrotherapy

mosque. Often translated as

plunge, mineral bath, hot roman

husbands. Required by Jewish

See balneology

partial ablution.

bath, etc.

men after ejaculation. Also part

Inclusion

purity and hygiene. Required to

See ghusl for full ablution.

of the traditional procedure to

Tsukubai

convert to Judaism.

In Japan, a washbasin provided

The act or state of including within

at the entrance to a holy place

a group or structure, usually of

Misogi

for visitors to purify themselves

power and control.

A number of purification rituals

before entry. Commonly done

found in Shinto.

before entering tea ceremony
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In the image on the right, red indicates vegetation—the
brighter the red, the more lush the vegetation.
Dark blue indicates water, including the Sacramento
River in the west, the San Joaquin River in the east,
and a network of smaller tributaries and reservoirs in
between. Blue-gray areas indicate buildings and paved
surfaces, appearing in their customary rectangular
shapes. The “islands” between these waterways don’s
rise above the water but survive below it, thanks to
levees surrounding them.
Service, R.F. (2007). Delta Blues, California Style, Science, 317(5837), 444-445.

NASA Earth Observatory, Sacramento-San Joaquin River Delta
false-color satellite image, 2007.
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Appendix

US Elevation - Tint MaSource: Raven
Map & Images

California Elevation - Tint Map
Source: Raven Map & Images
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Visual Bibliography
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Visual Bibliography

Solange (b. 1986, Houston)
Video still from When I Get Home
Album + Film
2019

My thesis is about world-making and
mapping new narratives of sovereignty.
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Visual Bibliography

Going to Water: A Cherokee Ritual in Its Contemporary Context
Barbara Reimensnyder Duncan
Journal of the Appalachian Studies Association
Vol. 5, Diversity in Appalachia: Images and Realities (1993), pp. 94-99

My thesis creates spaces of healing.
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Solange (b. 1986, Houston)
Video still from Metatronia (Metatron’s Cube)
Interdisciplinary performance
2018

My thesis creates space for new ceremony.
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Visual Bibliography

MAD Architects
Kiyotsu Gorge Tunnel of Light
Niigata prefecture, Japan
2018

My thesis uses water a medium _______
- as a way to follow an intuitive force to create space
- as a tool to visualize larger systemic problems
(climate crisis + water mismanagement)
- for cultural expressions of healing ceremony.
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